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My aim is to improve my practice
My aim:
• Enhance professional development of
teachers in college.
• Increase teacher’s agency to change or
transform practice.
The overall aim of the teachers’ project:
• Find ways to encourage students to become
more responsible for their learning in college.

College in Iceland
•
•
•
•
•
•

770 students
16 - 19 years old
Four year studies for final exam
Preparation for university studies
Choose from two academic programmes
65 staff members

Methodological and theoretical
background
• Action research
• McNiff

• Activity theory
• Engeström

• The Change Laboratory
• The Expansive Learning Cycle - Engeström
• A Method of Double Stimulation – Vygotsky

The Action research group
•
•
•
•
•

Started in 2005
Individual action research projects and group discussions
Outside consultant from the University of Iceland
Project 2009-2011 called the Change Room.
In the Change Room we connected together the Change
Laboratory developed by Engeström and action research
of participants as developed by McNiff.
• Participants created data about workplace experience
(first stimuli) through interviews, presentations of action
research projects and discussions.
• My role was to transcribe, interpret the data and present
it within the activity system i.e. apply the conceptual
framework of the activity theory (second stimuli).
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Tensions in the Activity System of the Classroom
• Subject – Tools
– Tension between one way and two way
communication
• Subject – Rules
– Demand to cover syllabus but a sense of urgency
for deep learning
• Object – Tools
– Students passive or active
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Tensions in the Activity System
of the Classroom
Tools
Students passive
or active.

One or two way
communication.

Object

Subject

Outcome

Coverage or depth.

Rules

Community

Division of labour
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Based on Engeström, 2001

The Change Room – The present

The activity system of the classroom
STUDENTS ATTITUDES TO GEOLOGY
Writing on the blackboard, overheads, pictures, video, YouTube,
questions, exams, textbook, exams with aids, survey, discussions,
quiz, students’ mid-term evaluation, homework, teacher´s ideas
about teaching, students´ participation and the purpose of exams.

Tools
One or two way
communication.

Students passive or active.
Homework.
Students’ learning Geology in
1. year natural science study line.

Teacher in Geology.

Object

Subject

Satisfied and
interested students
who “look to the
mountains when
they drive around
the country”.

Coverage or depth.
Large or small classes.

Rules
Class size.
Textbook directs the teaching.
Oral tobacco forbidden.

Outcome

Community
Two classes, the Geology
department, the action
research group.

Division of labour
Traditional. The teacher provider of
knowledge and work manager. Students
take notes, do assignments and exams.

The Change Room – The present

The activity system of the classroom
PROJECT WORK IN AN OPTIONAL COURSE
Project group work. Student´s presentations in foreign language.
Publish projects reports on the school´s website. Trip to Denmark.
Hosting Danish students. Cross curriculum projects. Teachers ideas
about cross curriculum work and the ideology of project work.

Tools
Students passive
or active.
Students’ learning Danish and History in
an optional course for 3. and 4. year .

One teacher in History and one in Danish.

Object

Subject
Coverage or depth.
Exchange value or
use value of learning.

Rules
Time table.
Optional course.
Continuous assessment .

Community
The class. The Danish department.
The History department. The action
research group.

Outcome
More independent
students. Students
more able to use
texts in Danish to
understand history.

Division of labour
The teachers stop direct teaching and
start guiding active students through
the process of project work.

Role duality in action research
• “Insider action research describes the process
when a member of an organisation
undertakes an explicit action research role in
addition to the normal functional roles they
hold in an organisation” (Holian & Coghlan,
2013).
• Negotiating roles as an action researcher and
a school leader.

Role duality in action research
• Ownership of research
– top down or buttom-up
– observer or participant
– inquiry partners

Role duality in action research
• Intervention or cooperation
– collect own data or use data from
participants action research projects
– school leader or action researcher
– imposing values or facilitating
change

Role duality in action research
• Performing and backstaging
– leader of the research and working
against resistance to the research
– leader of school changes and
dealing with school’s politics

Tensions on the boundaries of
two activity systems

(Built on Engeström, 2001, 2007, 2009)

Action research for professional
development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths:
Connects individual and social learning
Empowering
Increases agency to change
Challenges:
Difficult to co-configure roles
Role conflict
School’s politics

Thank you
Thank you

Skúli Þór Magnússon
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